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Read the entire user guide carefully before using the table. The user guide should always
accompany the table.

Paul Leroy
Paul Leroy (1960) has a degree in architecture, furniture design, graphic design and
industrial design from the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts School of
Architecture. Leroy has also been an apprentice under Professor Tage Luneborg.
When he finished his studies he opened his own architectural studio in 1987, and
the following year Paustian launched Leroy’s Coffee Table. Since then, several
design gems such as the Spinal series have followed in its wake.
Paul Leroy’s clientele is both broad and internationally based, and includes Norman
Foster, Foster and Partners, Daimler Chrysler, Telenor, Egmont,
Copenhagen Airports and Arthur Andersen.
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Paustian Spinal Table
extension
The Paustian Spinal Table with extension, designed by Paul Leroy, was launched in 2010.
It is, due to its light simplistic design, a perfect choice for the home and office. The
Spinal Table with extension is characterized by functionality and ease of use. The table
has a synchronized pull-out system that allows an effortless one-person operation and its
frame design makes room for numerous chairs without the inconvenience of bothersome
table legs.
The table top is a 25 mm MDF panel with a laminate finish. The table top frame comes
always in black painted steel. The base is supplied in matt chrome steel with integrated
adjustable feet. Besides matt chrome steel, the columns are available with powder lacquer
black (RAL 9011 gloss 20).
The Spinal Table is available in the following variants:
- white laminate with black painted edges
- white dyed laminate with white painted edges
- black linoleum with black painted edges
- natural oak veneer with pewter linoleum leaves and matching painted edges
- smoked oak veneer with black linoleum leaves and matching painted edges
The Paustian Spinal extensiontable comes in two sizes and shapes:
Boat shape:
Length: 180 - 250 cm
Depth: 90 cm
Height: 72 cm

Rectangular:
Length: 180 - 250 cm
Depth: 90 cm
Height: 72 cm

Length: 220-310 cm
Depth: 110 cm
Height: 72 cm Height: 72 cm

Length: 220 - 310 cm
Depth: 110 cm
Height: 72 cm
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Toolbox
A

M6 x 16 / Allen key, 4mm

C

Spirit Level

B

Allen key
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Spinal Table extension
1

Place the frame on an even floor surface, make sure that the frame is in level.

2

The frame legs are fitted with adjustable feet that can be adjusted in height to
ensure the frame is level when placed on an uneven surface.
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Spinal Table extension
3

The extension leaves are placed in the middle of the table top
The extension leaves

4

Place the table top panels on top of the frame, so that the table top bushings are
above the screw holes in the frame. Make sure that the brass dowels/brass holes
from the table top panels match the brass dowels/brass holes on the extension
leaves.
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Spinal Table extension
5

7

Insert all screws ‘A’ in the underside of the frame and screw them up into the table
top bushings so that they catch hold, but without tightening them.

Spinal Table extension
6

Gently pull the table top panels apart until the extension reaches its full length and
stops. Draw the extension leaves up into same horizontal position as the table top
panels.
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Spinal Table extension
7

Gently push the end of the table so that the table top panels and extension leaves
meet, and the brass dowels enter the brass holes.

8

Push the end of the table so that the panels fit tight.
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Spinal Table extension
9

Now tighten the screws ‘A’ on the underside of the frame, so that the table top
panels are fastened firmly to the frame, and the table is ready for use.

A
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Spinal Table extension
10

11

When moving the table do NOT lift it by its table top panels. Pull the table top
panels apart and lift by gripping the frame in the middle of the table. When you
move the table, remember to regulate the adjustable feet on the frame, so that the
table is in level again.

Maintenance
The chrome frame may be wiped with a dry or damp cloth. If a damp cloth is used,
the frame should subsequently be dried with a dry cloth.
Stubborn stains on the table top may be removed using a cloth wrung in lukewarm
water. If this fails to remove the stain, a universal cleaning fl uid in a light solution
may be used, or washing-up liquid.
After cleaning, the table top should be wiped off with a cloth wrung in clean water,
then dried with a dry cloth.
DO NOT place any hot or cold liquids directly on veneered or solid wood table tops.
Always use a coaster or a trivet. Directly contact with hot or cold liquids will damage the
wooden surface and leave stains or splotches. Especially on dark wooden surfaces. Hot
stearin or wax can leave same stains or splotches.

Disposal
For disposal/destruction, the table must be broken down into the following parts:
the table top may be disposed of as combustible material.
The metal frame is disposed of as recyclable metal.
The frame may be separated from the table top and recycled.
The table top can be sent for incineration.

Guarantee
Standard products are guaranteed for two years against manufacturing defects in
the materials or construction. Wear or damages to the product are not covered by
this guarantee. All dimensions are approximate.
The table has been tested according to EN 15372: 2008
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Paustian A/S
Kalkbrænderiløbskaj 2
DK 2100 København Ø
Phone +45 39166565
Skovvejen 2
DK 8000 Århus C
Phone +45 86208989
paustian.com

